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For more than 100 years this land belonged to the Bansbach     

family, who operated a family owned 1,200 acre wheat farm.        

In the 1960’s the family leased about 30 acres to a group that built 

a private country club called Paradise Valley Country Club, which 

included a golf course, swimming pool, and tennis facilities.   

In 1983, the Paradise Valley Country Club became a challenging   

9-hole public golf course, designed by Ralph Haddad, called the 

Mountain View Golf Course.  The dogleg fairways were tree-lined 

with water hazards on many of the holes. The fairways varied in 

undulation and the hilly course provided a fun golf experience, 

with many beautiful views of the Rocky Mountains.  The         

Mountain View golf course had a chipping area, limited pro shop, 

practice facilities, putting greens, rental clubs, changing rooms, 

golf lessons, and a restaurant. 

In 2007, a Denver developer                                                                              
started site work on a $1.5                                                                                            
billion dollar mixed-use                                                                           
development.  This area, when                                                                           
completed, will consist of                                                                                 
ground-level shops and                                                                                              
restaurants, luxury apartments,                                                                           
retail, office, and residential                                                                 
buildings, as well as a full-service hotel.  

Did you know that the Carillon at Belleview Station 

sits on land that used to be a family-owned wheat 

farm and then later a country club?  

The Carillon Chronicle 
The Past / The Present / The Future 

Published by:  Renee Dilts, Linda Gutin, Marty Blumberg, Gene 

Nirk, Kay Norman, Naomi Primack, Linda Holt & Tonja Auyeung   

Last edition winner for finding the       snowflakes was Nancy 

Simpson! Congratulations Nancy!  

Cartoon by           

Michael Marks 

Search for all the hidden shamrocks throughout this issue. Let 

Tonja know in the Life Enrichment office how many        there 

are in this edition of the Carillon Chronicle. The person who   

guesses correctly will get their name in for a prize drawing!  
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RESIDENT SPOTLIGHT 
Meet our resident Charlie Thies. Charlie is from Poplar Bluff Missouri.  He 

graduated from Southeast Missouri State University with a Fine Arts      

Degree in Art Education and later earned his Masters degree in Painting, 

Drawing and Print Making from Kansas Sate University. Over the years he 

has attended 8 different colleges, including our very own University of 

Northern Colorado. Charlie taught painting, drawing and printmaking in 

public educational systems in five states.  He also taught college classes   

in drawing and life drawing as well as art in a program for gifted and     

talented high school students. When Charlie lived in Kansas City, he was 

the Assistant Director of Admissions at the Kansas City Art Institute. After 

moving to Denver, Charlie taught at Cherry Creek High School for 19 

years. He met his wife Karen when he was living in the Denver area, and 

they have been married for 35 years. Charlie and Karen lived in the Parker 

area before moving to the Carillon.  

Charlie’s work has been shown in over 40 museums across the United 

States, and his work is in permanent collections of 9 museums. His work 

consists of many media such as drawings, lithographs, etchings, oil and 

acrylic painting, and he even sculpted a life size bronze statue of Christ. 

Charlie is listed in “Who’s Who in American Art” and “International     

Personalities,” a publication based in Parma, Italy. He is also published   

in “Craft Horizons” magazine, and has exhibition articles published in the 

“Daily American Republic” and “The Journal”.  

You will find his work at Our Father Lutheran Church in Littleton; an oil 

on canvas. The Marriott Hotel in Ft. Collins also had six of his oils on   

canvas on display.  In 1969, he painted an exterior mural 36’ x 76’ on     

Waters Hall at Kansas State University. 

While browsing through his many photographs of art that Charlie has   

created over the years, I am in awe at how realistic his drawings, acrylic 

and oil paintings appear to the human eye. While studying the detail of 

each creation one could be convinced that you were looking at a             

photograph. Charlies attention to detail with each brush, ink pen or     

pencil stroke is impressive.  

One particular painting of rocks, yes, I said rocks, looks so lifelike, if I   

didn’t know that Charlie had painted it I would have thought it to be a 

photograph. Charlie titled this painting “Records of River Rocks”. 

(painting shown to the left) Upon close evaluation of this painting you will 

see that it is actually a painting within a painting.   

Charlie has also created several collages. These collages are created with 

everyday objects he finds anywhere. Just to name a few of the objects: 

burned matches, toothpicks, straws, broken plastic silverware from a    

picnic he attended, drink stir sticks, and even a broken colander. Many     

of these items have wonderful stories attached to how he obtained them.  

CHARLIE THIES 

“Records of River Rocks” 

The symbolism behind this 

painting is that, “Rocks don’t 

complain”. The painting    

references the reflections on 

our  own lives. Some rocks 

are exact, and some are not. 

Charlie is pictured here with 

a collage he created. He 

started with a broken        

colander and used Wofflin’s 

Principles of Fine Art to add 

other forms to complete this 

abstract collage. 

Charlies still life drawing of 

two apples resting on a     

pillow. 
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This painting is painted    

in the Marc Chagall style. 

Charlie painted it and   

gave it to his wife Karen, 

as a surprise gift, for her 

65th birthday. It is           

absolutely stunning and 

hangs in their  apartment 

to be enjoyed every day. 

Charlie’s “Lunch on the Rocks” is one of my 

favorites. This painting was on exhibit at the 

All Colorado Art Exhibit in 1993. It depicts a 

scene with rocks of all sizes, fancy crystal 

drinkware, elegant silverware, and velvet  

napkins. The metaphorical meaning attached 

to this painting is that you must climb over a 

lot of rocks of different sizes in life to get to 

the good things that life has to offer.  I love 

the symbolism, the detail, and how the rocks   

appear to tumble out from the inner picture.  

When speaking with Charlie, I asked him what his favorite media is. 

His answer was, “My favorite is the one I’m doing that day”. Charlie is 

also a wonderful storyteller! All his paintings and drawings have an   

interesting story behind them. I learned that Charlie employs         

symbolism in many of his drawings and paintings and I thoroughly 

enjoyed hearing many of these stories when we visited.  

Charlie loves baseball. He played for a short              

time on a semi-pro independent team with        

college players from all over. His baseball                   

career was short-lived due to an injury.                            

That didn’t stop his love of the game. He                       

watches his favorite team, the St. Louis                            

Cardinals, whenever he can catch a game. This painting is of his own 

baseball mitt, and depicts his “Fall in Life in Playing Baseball”.  

In the painting titled “Changes you find in 

our life”.  The branches at the bottom, some 

with leaves and some without leaves,     

symbolize the changes that occur in          

our daily lives. 

The inspiration to paint this creation was 

from a boating mishap where they missed the 

dock and ended up in the brush among  the 

tall watergrass and reeds. A wonderful story 

of inspiration!  

This oil on paper is an    

abstract view of the   

mountains. Charlie    

painted this in the early 

2000’s. 

We have such a wonderful group of talented residents here at the     

Carillon. Charlie Thies is among the extremely talented with fantastic 

stories and symbolism behind his masterpieces. There are so many 

more of his amazing art pieces I wish I could have shown here on these 

pages.  Thank you, Charlie, for sharing your talent with us!  

                ~ Interview by Tonja Auyeung 



         Tonja, known and loved by all Carillon residents, has worked at Carillon 

         for 1 ½ years, and states that she likes working here because she feels      

         she can make a difference in the lives of the wonderful residents and  

         have fun at the same time. She enjoys coming to work because it doesn’t 

         feel like she is coming to work! She feels as if she has been welcomed       

         into our home and we can all engage in fun together. 

         Tonja grew up in a small (500 residents) North Dakota town. She has 2 

younger brothers. She has four children. One son is a Marine, another son is in the Navy, a 

third son is a freshman in high school, and her daughter is in 6th grade. 

After college, Tonja taught several years on the Chippewa Indian Reservation. She taught    

computers & technology to middle school students until she tired of the harsh, cold, bitter   

winters, and moved to California where she was a computer programmer for Fair Isaac;      

working with SAS & COBOL programming languages creating scorecards for your FICO score. 

Now we know why she is so tech savvy! 

Tonja likes 80’s music so long as she can understand the lyrics, and her favorite books are the 

entire Outlander series by Diana Gabaldon. She loves to play volleyball and racquetball. Her  

favorite leisure-time activity is spending time with her kiddos. Hiking Colorado mountain 

trails, reading a good book, and scrapbooking fill her free time. Those of us who know of all the 

times she goes above and beyond her Carillon duties wonder how she has any free time! 

She does have a bucket list of places to visit, and Scotland tops the list. The castles, Orkney and 

the sandy beaches of the Outer Hebrides call to her. She would walk the beaches and dip her 

toes in the frigid Caribbean-blue waters (color being the only comparison to the Caribbean). 

Tonja has a diverse background, including a previous home cake baking/custom decorating 

business. She made custom birthday and wedding cakes. She holds a HAM radio license &     

                   knows Morse code, but hasn’t used that skill in years. Amazing, isn’t she? 

OUR “FURRY FRIEND” SPOTLIGHT! 

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT 

Meet Dusty! Dusty is verbal and friendly. He greets 

you at the door and welcomes you to the apartment 

he shares with Nancy Chapparo. Nancy and her 

family had shared their home with cats for years 

when they adopted Dusty, a Siamese mix, from The 

Humane Society in January, 2004, when he was 

three years old. If you figure out his age, you will be 

impressed! 

Although he has only one tooth left, he still manages 

to eat both canned and dry food. Long live Dusty! 

DUSTY 
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“DID YOU KNOW?”  The Siamese originated in Thailand (formerly known as Siam) in the 14th 
century and were once treated like royalty. The first Siamese cat to arrive in America was           
allegedly given to First Lady Lucy Hayes, wife of Rutherford B. Hayes in 1879. The Siamese are 
“social butterflies” and “chatty Cathys”. When they want something they will let you know. 

TONJA AUYEUNG 

~ Interview By Renee Dilts 
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Warren Buffett vs. Dow 30 

Over the last 60 years Buffett (BRK) has greatly outperformed the DOW 

(30 stocks). However, in the last fifteen years BRK has barely kept pace 

with the DOW, off by almost 1%. Why is this? In 1929, the high for the 

DOW was 381. It took 25 years for it to get to that point. In 1932 the 

DOW fell as low as 41, which is almost a 90% drop.  

What do all these DOW statistics have to do with the BRK  performance? 

Clearly the enthusiasm for stocks had dissipated. Many stocks were    

selling for less than book value. Book value is the cash, machinery,       

accounts receivable, etc. that the company owns. Some stocks were      

selling for less than cash on hand. This created a terrific opportunity for 

value investors. BRK more than doubled the DOW during this period.  

BRK, a textile company, started in 1839, and shut down in 1985. In 1962, 

Buffett bought it. His average cost was $14.86 and the book value was 

$19.46. This is an example of value investing. Textiles, however, was a 

dying business and Buffett eventually sold it. Buffett kept the name BRK 

and invested in insurance companies and financials. Some of Buffett’s 

notable acquisitions include, Coca-Cola in 1980, Bank of America during 

the banking crisis, and Apple in 2016-2017.  

Charlie Munger, age 99, is Buffett’s long time partner. He attributes his 

longevity, with a smile, to eating peanut brittle. Peanut brittle is made by 

See’s Candy and it is no coincidence that See’s is owned by BRK. 

Buffett, at the age of 92, eats an Egg McMuffin from McDonalds every 

morning. No, he does not own McDonalds, but he does conspicuously 

drink Coca-Cola. Buffett owns many shares of the cola. Coca-Cola is 

among the top 5 holdings of BRK. 

The financial world has no shortage of charlatans. Buffett and Munger 

are honest and astute. 

                         ~Written by Martin Blumberg                           

            and his research assistant Steven Blumberg 

About Money! 

1. Money is made in           

factories called Mints.  

2. Foreign countries hold 

half or more of the   

available US Dollars. 

3. The word “Millionaire” 

first popped up in            

literature in the 1826  

novel “Vivian Grey” by 

Benjamin Disraeli. 

4. Martha Washington,  

appearing on the $1    

Silver Certificate in  

1886, is the only woman 

to have ever appeared  

on a US currency note. 

5. The United States Secret 

Service, the same people 

who protect the         

president today, was 

created during the Civil 

War to fight                

counterfeiting.  

6. U.S. paper money is not 

made out of paper. It is 

75% cotton and 25%   

linen.  

7. In 2022, the U.S. Mint 

spent 2.72 cents to make 

and distribute each    

Lincoln cent. The Mint’s 

cost for each Jefferson 

nickel was 10.41 cents.  

Answers to Unscramble The Words on Page 10 

1. BALANCE 

2. CAPITAL 

3. REVENUES 

4. EXPENSES 

5. EQUITY 

6. PROFIT 

7. LIABILITY 

8. ACCRUAL 

9. STOCK 

10. ASSETS 

11. LEVERAGE 

12. VOLATILITY 

13. LIQUIDITY 

14. NETWORTH 

15. VALUATION 
The Martin Blumberg Report 



   

Monarch House 
RESIDENT 

SPOTLIGHT 

Pet Therapy with CoCo 
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JOY  WATSON 

Joy grew up in Scotland. She was a nurse and midwife in Scotland         

and in the United States.  She has 3 children and 7 grand children.     

Joy was married for 60 years to a wonderful man named David who she 

met while still living in Scotland. In her mid 20’s she moved to Canada 

and then to the United States. She lived in Maryland for 30 years, then 

moved to South Carolina to retire. Joy recently moved to Colorado to 

be close to her family. 

Joy loves to go to church.  She was a Stephen’s minister and did a lot of 

activities with her church. She was also the Director of Nursing at 

Manorcare, when she lived in Maryland. Throughout her career as a 

midwife she delivered 204 babies on her own. The village she lived in 

grew so fast they had to bring in helpers, and many of the children were 

named David or Joyce, named after her and her husband! 

 Joy likes to read Agatha Christie novels and stories, and listens           

 to opera and classical music. She has a kind and caring heart, 

 and a wonderful sense of humor. She’s resourceful and crafty, 

 and likes to help by leading group activities.  Joy loves looking  

 at the beautiful Rocky Mountains from her apartment   

  window, she has an amazing view!  We love Joy!  
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Bingo! 
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‘Local Hero’ on the surface is a comedy.  

It involves the lives of two men, Felix 

Happer (Burt Lancaster) and Mac (Peter 

Riegert). One of them, Felix Happer, 

makes the transformation from unhappy 

oil company owner to fulfilled philan-

thropist and astronomer. The other,  

Mac goes from lonely unsatisfied mid-

level executive, who works for Happer to 

become a temporarily satisfied person. 

Mac goes to Ferness, Scotland to         

purchase the town in order to build an  

oil refinery. He becomes taken with the 

people and atmosphere of Ferness, and 

wants to give up his urban, materialistic 

life style to remain in Ferness. He is sent 

back to Houston to work out the details 

of the Happer Marine Research and   

Astronomy Facility. This came about   

because Happer visited Ferness to      

observe the comets and stars of the sky 

there and was enchanted with the area.  

The film came out in 1983 and was    

written and directed by Bill Forsyth. It 

won the 1984 BAFTA Award for Best        

Direction. Local Hero was produced by 

David Putnam, who also produced  

Chariots of Fire. He avoided the cliché  

of proud townspeople who wanted to 

keep their land in exchange for money. 

The people of Ferness were willing to 

take the money the oil company was   

offering, to escape from the meager     

living they made from fishing.  

Gordon Urquhart (Denis Lawson) the 

town’s hotel owner and Mac had an       

inebriated conversation. Mac wanted to 

buy the hotel in exchange for Mac’s 

apartment and sports car in Houston. 

Happer had the money and power to 

change his life. Mac did not and reverted 

to his former life. The film was well    

written and interesting, and will be     

playing soon at the Carillon Theater. 
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Gardening Corner  

by Martin Blumberg 

There are three types of plants; annual, perennial and 

biennial. Annuals die off in winter and have to be   

planted each year. Perennials remain in the ground all 

year and bloom in spring and summer. Biennials have  

a life cycle of two growing seasons. Most vegetables    

are annuals. There are some exceptions such as            

artichokes and rhubarb.  

The united Stated department of Agriculture has a map 

of the United States with bands of different colors.  

Each color represents a different heat zone. For            

instance, Denver is in zone 5B. Some plants, like     

Dahlias are perennials only in warmer climates. Dahlias 

like warmer climates and cannot survive in Denver     

because it is too cold here. The Tubers, however, can be 

dug up in the fall and stored indoors at temperatures 

from 40 degrees to 65 degrees Fahrenheit, and then    

replanted in the spring. 

There are some plants, like pansies, which enjoy early 

spring Colorado temperatures.  Pansies, can be bought 

in flats from any store that sells plants. Anemone corms 

can be planted April first, and plants such as snow peas, 

kale and chard benefit from a 

little cold weather.  If you are 

looking for indoor plants that 

will flower throughout the 

whole year, they can be                   

purchased at most gardening 

centers as well as Trader Joe’s.  

                                       Flowers like tulips, crocuses,          

                                 hibiscus, and poppies close at night.    

                                 This behavior  is called nyctinasty.   

By Martin Blumberg 

Film Critique: Local Hero 
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March 

Michael Kirrane 

LaVerne Miltzow 

Don wall  

Ellen Thompson 

Kathleen Ziegler 

Jim Judd 

Joe Pells 

George Wong 

Debbie Collier 

Joyce Watson 

Diane Marks 

Bob Litchard 

Hanna Dubin 

Hassan Makarechian 

Adele Pogue 

Bill Dubin 

Donna Mangold 

April 

Jean Giroulx 

Barbara Rodgers 

Kent Collins 

Shirley Nock 

Sheila Bauer 

Monique Hea 

Jean Sabatier 

Tillie Lira 

Stan Ferguson 

Karen Matyk 

Ernie Stone 

Liz Cohen 

Bob Drinkwine 

May 

Bernie Paiz 

Ruth Albert 

Margaret Baudino 

Alpha Knott 

Hal Hymoff 

Sharon Drinkwine 

Jay Spivak 

Marcia Birenboim 

Bobbi Feldman 

Harvey Forester  

Gerry Kurtz 

 

Sudoku 

Cartoon by resident      

Michael Marks 

Spring Time Word Search 
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Scavenger Hunt Around The Carillon! 

1. What do you see on the horizon when you are 

on the Sky Lounge balcony. 

 

2.By which apartment                                                                  
number is this painting                                                            

located?  

 

 

3. Where in the Carillon will you find wall art that 

consists of 100 small round mirrors? 

 

4. On what floor and across from which elevator 

is this beautiful night sky picture located.   

 

 

 

 

5. There are three circle glass wall hangings in 

the sky Lounge.  What color is the middle one. 

 

6. Where will you find a picture of the H.A.MARR 

Grocery Co. 

 

7. Between which                                                                    
two apartments is                                                                               

this picture located?  

 

8. What is the name of the dog in the family       

picture located in the Carillon lobby. 

 

9. How many circle mirrors are above the             

Credenza in the lobby near the front desk. 

 

10. Where is this                                                                   

Butterfly located?  

11. On my face is written the word 

Billiards. Where and what am I? 

 

12. I’m round in shape, I light up 
when you walk in, and I’m blue in 

color.  What and where am I? 

 

13. On what floor of the Carillon 
will you find snow skis on the    

wall as decorations.  

 

14. I’m red and white and have a 
letter N on my side. What am I    

and where am I? 

 

15. Where will you find a wall       

covered with tennis racquets?  

Answers to Carillon Scavenger Hunt 

1.Rocky Mountains 

2. #533 

3. Bistro behind the baby grand piano. 

4. 5th Floor Single Elevator 

5.Blue 

6. On the Wall near the Sky Lounge  

7. Apt. 427 & Apt 425 

8. Charlie 

9. Eleven 

10.The door to Monarch House 

11.A clock in the game room. 

12. Chandelier Carillon Library  

13. 3rd Floor near double elevators. 

14. Nebraska Huskers Helmet / LE Office 

15. In the 2nd floor Gym 

Unscramble  

The Words 

(Topic is Finance) 

(Answers are on page 5) 

1.  NABCALE 

2.  TACLIPA 

3.  NEREVSEU 

4.  SENESEPX 

5.  TUIQYE 

6.  TOPIRF 

7.  YBAITIILL 

8.  LCAARCU 

9.  TCSKO 

10.  SATESS 

11.  RAGELEVE 

12.  TIVOTYLALI 

13.  DUIQTIIYL 

14.  TTWOENHR 

15.  ATALVUNIO 

Cartoon by           

Michael Marks 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 

____________ 
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WHO’S THAT CUTIE PIE? 

A B 

M 

O 

E 
F 

G 

J 

K 

L 

I 

C 

H 

D 

N 

Q 

A._____________ 

B._____________ 

C._____________

D._____________ 

E._____________ 

F._____________

G._____________ 

H._____________ 

I._____________ 

J._____________ 

K._____________ 

L._____________

M._____________ 

N._____________ 

O._____________

P._____________ 

Q._____________ 

(Answers on page16) 

P 
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MICHAEL MARKS                
PRESENTATION 

THANKSGIVING 

CARD  CREATIONS 

CHRISTMAS  

                “UGLY” SWEATER  

                    PARTY! 

NEW YEAR! 

HAPPY 



THE BROADMOOR OUTING CHRISTMAS                 
WREATHS 

MICHAEL MARKS                

ACRYLIC PAINTING FUN! 

CARILLON    
SINGERS 

THE HAPPIEST                    
HERB GARDEN AWARD 
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CERAMIC 
FUN! 



Corn pudding! Yum! 

(A.K.A. pudding corn, 

puddin’ corn, and    

hoppy glop) The milk 

and eggs give Corn 

Pudding it’s creamy 

custard like texture. 

This creamy pudding is 

comfort food at its best! 

BETTY’S BAKED CORN PUDDING 

Betty Smith has lived at Carillon for three years. Previously she and her husband 

owned a home in the Baltimore, Maryland, area and in Lillian, Alabama. They also 

owned a large motor home, and traveled in comfort and style. Betty has frequently  

volunteered for distributing materials here at Carillon.  

Her corn pudding is requested by her son each time there is a family                              
gathering. She is kind enough to share the  recipe with all of us. 
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     2 eggs 

     1/2 cup Sugar 

     12 oz. can evaporated milk 

     12-15 oz can cream style corn 

     1 Tablespoon cornstarch 

     Pinch of salt 

     2 pats of butter 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. In a medium-sized bowl, beat eggs, 

add sugar and mix. 

Combine cornstach and 1/2 of the evaporated milk in a separate 

container. Once cornstarch has been incorporated, add other 1/2 

evaporated milk 

Add cornstarch/milk mixture back into original mix of eggs and 

sugar, mix well.  

Add cream style corn and salt. 

Pour into a 9x9 lightly greased baking dish (suggest vegetable oil 

to grease pan) 

Add butter pats on top. 

Bake at 350 degrees for approximately 45 minutes or until a knife 

placed in center comes out clean. 

Allow time to “set up” before serving. 

Betty says it’ is important to let the pudding rest before enjoying it.                       

    ~ Interview By Renee Dilts 

RECIPE BY BETTY SMITH 

Cartoon by           

Michael Marks 



is important to let the pudding rest before enjoying it.                        

JOAN BLUMBERG 
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Resident Talents and Hobbies 

Fun Fact: Blue has always been the most              
popular shade, but they have also come                    
in pink, green, brown & combinations of colors.   

         Joan and her husband Martin have lived here at the Carillon                                                   

          for almost 2 years. She grew up in Newark, NJ and worked in                                                      

         New York City as an office bookkeeper at a garment center.  

              Joan and her husband have traveled to many places. Italy,                                                          

         Spain, France, and England, to name a few. She created this wall-hanging with 

         the 4 B’s. Each B representing the four Blumbergs: Marty, Joan, Steven and 

         Peter. She even dyed the wool to make the pieces. Joan researched the letter B 

         and created this family wall-hanging using different symbols representing the 

                             letter B. There is an American B, Phoenician B, a Greek B, and the Hebrew B.                        

        Joan also enjoys painting and needlework. The detail in the                                                             

        picture (upper right corner) is incredible! The oil painting,    

                  to the right, are apple trees that were in her backyard in the       

        winter time. Joan is a very talented lady. Thank you, Joan   

        for sharing your creativity & talent with us!  

                       Blue Willow Jewelry is made from   
broken pieces of Blue Willow dishware. 

      Kay’s interest in Blue Willow began in the 1960’s. Many of her    

                relatives used the dishes in their homes. This is when she became   

                a fan of all things blue and white, but especially blue and white    

      dishware. Kay’s collection today includes pieces made in many    

                different countries, including England, Japan, Holland,     

     France, Mexico, Thailand, Portugal, China, and the USA. 

Blue Willow isn’t limited to blue and white but comes in a variety of colors and sometimes a combina-

tion of colors. The traditional design can also be found on glassware, paper, wood, metal,                

plastic, and fabric. Her latest addition is a package of Blue Willow band-aids! 

There are countless versions of the original Chinese design. But certain features are             

considered necessary—a bridge with 2 or 3 figures on it, a fence, pagoda, willow tree and                        

2 soaring birds.  Kay’s favorite makers are Booths, Allerton, Wedgewood, and Burleigh.  

KAY NORMAN 

         An exquisite gold            

 rimmed plate                                                                                          

      made for         

          Tiffanys                 

               in                                 

         New York! 

A Beautiful Basket with a gold 

rim and a “Biscuit Barrel”. 

A magnificent     

pillow made from 

Blue Willow fabric. 

         Made in                                 

 England 

Did your grandmother have these dishes?  



TRIVIA 

Section for Trivia and fun facts 

                    The Netherlands                           

                         is home to the  

         largest tulip festival in 

 the world.  Each year,  

around 7 million tulips are  

planted in the Keukenhof  

Gardens, making it one of  

the most beautiful flower  

festivals in the world.  
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1.    How many months are in the spring season.  

2.   What vegetable can also be called a spring onion.  

3.   What does spring put an end to for some sleepy animals?  

4.   What country is home to the largest tulip festival in the world?  

5.   What tis the first day of spring known as?  

6. A plant that comes back in the spring without having to be                    

replanted is called ? 

7.   What is the largest part of a flower?  

8.   What does the word “equinox” mean?  

9.   When do we plant flower bulbs so they can bloom in the spring?       

10. What are the spring zodiac signs?  

11.  What country did the Easter Bunny story originate from? 

12.  What is the meaning of “Spring Chicken”.  

13.  What are the spring months in Australia? 

14.  Which spring animal can see the earth’s magnetic field? 

15.  What spring months do butterflies hatch?  

16.  What is a Japanese tradition to welcome spring. 

Word              ! 

SALUBRIOUS 

Pronounced [se loo bre es] 

When the gray clouds of 

winter lift and a crisp spring 

breeze blows in, the    

weather feels especially  

salubrious-favorable to or 

promoting health. There’s 

nothing like a little fresh air 

to perk you up.  

Salubrious comes from the    

Latin salūbris, meaning   

promoting health.”  

Who’s That Cutie Pie? 
A. Kay Norman 
B. Mary Washington 
C. Penny Montgomery 
D. Beth Hymoff 
E. Nancy Simpson 
F. Betty Smith 
G. Bernie Paiz 
H. Carol Small 
I. David Montgomery 
J. Sarah Hannah 
K. Rose Stemnitzky 
L. Nancy Hall  
M. Lorene Curtin 
N. Sharon Drinkwine 
O. Liz Cohen 
P. Janice Baclawski 
Q. Mary Loban 

 

 

 

Across 

2. DAISY 

4. MELT 

6. POLLEN 

9. SAPLING 

11. CHICK 

14. VERNAL 

17. BUTTERFLY 

19. CHERRYBLOSSOM 

Down  

1. TULIP 

3. SPRUNG 

5. FLOWERS 

7. BUZZING 

8. GERMINATION 

10. ALLERGY 

12. CATERPILLAR 

13. SALUBRIOUS 

15. MARCH 

16. BIENNIAL 

18. FAWN 

 Answers to: 

 Spring Time 

Crossword 
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Answers to Spring Trivia:  
1. Three 

2. Scallion 

3. Hibernation 

4. The Netherlands 

5.  The Vernal Equinox 

6. Perennial Plant 

7. Petal 

8. Equal Night 

9. September or October 

10.Aries, Taurus & Gemini 

11.Germany 

12.Young 

13.September to November 

14.Baby Fox 

15.March & April 

16.Hanami 

Cartoon by           

Michael Marks 

Crossword ~ Spring Time       ACROSS 

2. A small plant that has flowers with a yellow disk and white rays. 

4. Make or become liquefied by heat.  

6. A powdery substance produced by seed plants.  

9. A young tree, especially one with a slender trunk.  

11. A young bird, especially one newly hatched.  

14. An adjective, meaning “of or relating to spring”.  

17. A nectar-feeding insect with two pairs of large, typically brightly colored wings.  

19. This blooming tree goes hand in hand with the arrival of spring.  

       Down 

1. A bulbous spring flowering plant of the lily family.  

3. Finish the phrase – Spring has ____.  

5. April showers bring May _______.  

7. Making a low,   

    continuous humming  

     or murmuring sound.  

8. The development of  

     a plant from a seed  

     after dormancy.  

10. An overreaction of the   

       immune system to certain  

       foreign substances.  

12. The larva of a butterfly or moth.  

13. Favorable to or promoting health.  

15. What month does spring start in the US.  

16. A flower that has a life cycle of two growing seasons. 

18. A young deer that is less than a year old.  



CARILLON EXCHANGE 
• Calling Fabriholics: Offering colorful all cotton    

quilting fabrics. Many beautiful patterns available 

for sewing quilts, masks or unlimited possibilities. 

See Linda in Apt 533. 

• Books, Magazines & Jigsaw Puzzles! If you have 

an item you’d like to donate to the library please 

contact  Linda in Apt. 533. These items will  be  

collected by Linda. Please do not leave the       

donations in the library.  

• Are you a dog owner? Available: Puppy pads in 2 

sizes. If interested contact Linda in Apt. 533. 

• Looking for someone who is willing to do minor 

sewing repairs for residents. Please contact Tonja 

in the Life Enrichment Office and she will pass on 

your information if needed.  

• We are looking for Staff Pictures! Fair-Is-Fair!  We would 

like to play a “Match the Baby Picture with a Staff    

Member” game and need your baby picture. If interested 

in participating please see Tonja in the LE office.  

• Do you have a hobby, or collect something that’s      

special to you? We’d love to share in our next edition! 

Contact any of our Carillon Chronicle Team. 

Friday is Fun Day! Please join us for Mind       

Aerobics, Wii Bowling, and Bridge every Friday. 

We are looking for Mahjong players! We have two 

wonderful ladies who want to play Mahjong. We 

need 4 to play. Please see Tonja in the LE office 

if interested.  

REMINDER:  When we have a special dinner or 

event in our dining room, you must sign up. Sign 

up is essential even if you are not bringing guests. 

This-N-That Sale:  Coming soon, in the near     

future, to the Carillon. Time to sift thru your      

possessions and pass on the things you thought 

you needed, but find you don’t.  Possibilities    

include:  jewelry, accessories, kitchenware, office 

supplies, coats and jackets or clothing that won’t 

require you to try on.  Anything that is in good 

sellable condition. All proceeds will be added to 

the ongoing staff appreciation fund. The staff   

appreciation fund is one way we honor our hourly 

employees during the holidays. 

The Carillon Chronicle is for the Carillon residents and families.  
We hope you enjoyed this edition! 

 
All material and information contained within the Carillon Chronicle is for general information purposes only.  

We are always looking for new ideas!  
 

If you have a suggestion for future issues please 
contact any of our Carillon Chronicle members 
(listed on the front page) or attend a Carillon 

Chronicle Planning Meeting.                     
 

We would love to hear from you! 

Notes of Interest! 

Next Edition Highlights 

Your Notes of Importance  

I’m not picky!  I will take all sizes and shapes. 

Neat handwriting not necessary as long as its 

legible and I can read it. I love attention, so 

colorful note paper is preferred, as it will 

dress me up and make me look pretty! 

           Sincerely, 

Your Lonely Postal Room       

  Bulletin Board 


